The original religion of Iran is the Zoroastrianism:
I am not Iranian, but am so interested to know and check the Iranian affairs for that I
have some concerns and questions I like Sarbazan and Janbakhtegan organization to
answer me about it. I take advantage to greet all honor Iranians who devoted
themselves to remove that Islamic plague from Iran's map. I love original and free
Iranian because they kept loyal to Iran and its civilization's great heritage in global
history. From here I would like say that I love Iran and real Iranians like you (Shirin
Neshat) and at the same time I hate fake Islamists Iranians who destroyed Iran and its
old 2500 monarchy.
Recognizing that original religion of Iran was the Zoroastrianism. After Khomeini's
takeover of Iran, Iran has seen unfamiliar changes on its history and civilization's
ancient heritage belonging to 2500 year of great monarchy and ancient civilization
which enriched the mankind ideology with different knowledge sciences and culture.
All that great heritage to Persia was destroyed in day and eve by person called
"Khomeini" and ideology called Islam which invaded and controlled minds of
millions of the Iranians, and made them covert to the intruder ideology leaving and
forgetting their great civilization rooted deeply in history. Sometimes I ask myself
why all that happened for this great nation? Why do Iranian people gave up their
civilization and culture to accept intruder culture?
Nobody could believe that nation totally accept to see its national identity eradicates.
what happened in Iran during Islamic overthrow is eradicating to Iranian identity
replacing it with new identity. That overthrow eradicated all national and patriotic
symbols to the Iranian people replacing it with Islamic symbols even it turns Nouroz
into Islamic occasion to make coming Iranian generations, as time goes by, forget that
Nouroz is Zoroastrian occasion. People who give up their personal identity are
forgotten nation, but free Iranians, who didn't surrender to that Islamic regime, are
original Iranians who kept loyal to their Persian nationality and immortal affiliation to
pure Iran.

Sincerely Yours,
Hussein
Correspondent from Iraq

